
Tips for Mountain Driving 

 

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR BRAKES, WINDSHIELD WIPERS, DEFROSTER, HEATER, AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
ARE IN GOOD CONDITION. 
Ensure that your brake and transmission f luids are fi l led and have been changed within the interval 
recommended for your vehicle. Brake f luid, as it ages, takes on moisture and contaminants that lowers its 
boil ing level. Frequent brake use can overheat the fluid and you can lose braking eff iciency when it is most 
needed. Also check the tread on your tires and ensure that they are properly inf lated. 

DON'T GO DOWN A MOUNTAIN ROAD ANY FASTER THAN YOU CAN GO UP IT. 
Don't use your brakes to hold your downhill  speed. Down shift to a lower gear - the only t ime you should step 
on your brake pedal is to slow while you are shifting down to a lower gear. Resist the temptation of zooming 
down a hi ll . 
 
ON STEEP UPGRADES, DOWNSHIFT TO A LOWER GEAR, WATCH THE TEMPERATURE GAUGE IN YOUR 
VEHICLE, AND TURN OFF THE AIR CONDITIONING IF IT STARTS TO OVERHEAT. 
If you need to cool the engine, find a safe place to pull off the road, park it and keep the car at a fast 
idle. Do not shut off the engine, and never remove the hot radiator cap. A faster way to cool an engine is 
to turn on the heater. 

 
 
 
DON'T "HUG" THE CENTER LINE. 
Most mountain roads are narrower than Interstate highways. Some drivers tend to hug the center line, but this driving technique is both unwise 
and irritating to other drivers. If you are hugging the center line, and another center-hugging vehicle comes around a curve from the opposite 
direction, both drivers may overcorrect and create a hazardous situation. 

ALWAYS CARRY EXTRA DRINKING WATER AND REMEMBER TO DRINK FLUIDS THROUGHOUT THE DAY.  
At higher elevations, insufficient hydration can lead to the onset of symptoms of altitude sickness. Even if they're mild, they can affect your 
alertness.  

IF WEATHER CONDITIONS DETERIORATE INTO FOG, RAIN, WIND, OR SNOW, SLOW DOWN, BE MORE 
OBSERVANT, AND DEMONSTRATE EXTRA ROAD COURTESY. 

If other drivers appear to be in a hurry, let them pass - it may be an emergency. If 
winter weather is a possibility, you should add special solvent to the windshield 
washer reservoir to prevent icing. It is a good idea to carry chains, an ice scraper, a 
small broom (for sweeping snow off the car), a flashlight, a hand towel, and a small 
hand shovel, in case you need to dig out around wheels parked in snow. It is also 
important to keep the gas tank filled. Sometimes, weather conditions require 

extended periods of waiting for roads to be cleared, and your vehicle's engine should not be shut off during these 
periods. If your vehicle stalls, stay with it. Cars are much more visible in snow than pedestrians. Another courtesy 
to remember when in conditions of reduced visibility or at night is to dim your high beams as soon as you see the 
sweep of an oncoming vehicle's lights. Hampering the other driver's night vision is more dangerous when there's a 
cliff involved. 
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	Always carry extra drinking water and remember to drink fluids throughout the day.
	If weather conditions deteriorate into fog, rain, wind, or snow, slow down, be more observant, and demonstrate extra road courtesy.

